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The character of the school is based on a close

and small school that emphasises individual

attention to each and every student in a

comprehensive education based on universal

values that have freedom and personal

responsibility as their foundation and autonomy

as their ultimate goal.

The school staff encourages a personal

relationship with the students, in order to get to

know them better every day, to be attentive to

their needs and to be there for them.

IDEOLOGY  AND
EDUCATIONAL
PROJECT

Sant Marc is seen as a continuation of the family unit. At St. Marc school the students feel

understood, valued as individuals, respected in their individuality, and challenged to the best of

their ability. For this reason, we are not interested in simply academic instruction or mass

education, where the pupils' individuality is threatened

for the sake of an educational system.

SMALL

AND CLOSE

SCHOOL

INTEGRATED

EDUCATION

PERSONAL

ATTENTION

FAMILY UNIT

CONTINUATION

EMOTIONAL

EDUCATION

ACTIVE

SCHOOL

“The involvement of all the agents of the
educational community is essential”.

We believe that feeling valued, appreciated and listened to is a basic characteristic for a

subsequent educational requirement. Children must know and feel that he or she is a person at any

age and in any school situation.
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31 Periodic meetings with families to

define common objectives that are

essential for a comprehensive

education.

Direct communication between

family and school

Monitoring, both by the family and

the school, of the academic and

personal learning process

throughout the course.

All students are different, and diversity must

be respected and promoted. Within a common

curriculum, the acquisition of competences

becomes an intimate and personal process,

which not only takes into account the different

learning paces, but is based on the individual

reality of each student.

The social aspect is based on an emotional

education that aims at coexistence based on

respect for others and their diversity.

Diversity of learning strategies and

emotional education.

EVERY  PERSON
IS  DIFFERENT
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Emotional

education:

we know

ourselves and

we know

each other Personal

autonomy:

freedom and

responsibility

Coexistence:

from respect

to mutual

well-being

Guidance

in the

academic and

professional

field

Learning to

learn

The tutorial task is personalised and has

the following objectives:



CAMBRIDGE
ENGLISH  CERTIFICATE

At Sant Marc, Catalan, Spanish and English coexist as languages of daily use at all stages of

education.

From the earliest stages, linguistic immersion in a foreign language is essential in order to consider

it as a communication tool which, at the end of the school day, disappears from daily needs.

At nursery, pre-school and primary school stage, songs, games and regular conversation with

teachers in English are the basis for learning English at later stages.

TRILINGUALISM :
ENGLISH ,  CATALAN  AND  SPANISH

At nursery/pre-school (early years), the teacher

speaks exclusively in English in and out of the

classroom.

EARLY  YEARS

ESO

English lessons in small groups.

Starters

Movers

Flyers

A2 Key

B1 Preliminary

B2 First

C1 Advanced

BACCALAUREATE
Level groups. Dual baccalaureate.

Arts subjects and complementary activities in

English. 9 hours per week.

PRIMARY  EDUCATION

In Secondary and Baccalaureate stages,

students who wish to do so can study the

International Baccalaureate, which

allows them to validate the ordinary

baccalaureate with High Schools in the

United States and Canada, taking some

specific subjects in English online.

INTERNATIONAL
BACCALAUREATE
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Stay in Bournemouth, England

(Nursery and pre-school)



PRE-SCHOOL

PRIMARYNURSERY

SECONDARY

BACCALAUREATE

HIGHER

EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL

TRAINING

0

Y E A R S

+ 1 8

Y E A R S

OUR  EDUCATIONAL  STAGES
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" L E A R N

T O  L E A R N "

Integral

development

Multiple

intelligences

Autonomy

 

 

 

Conviction and

confidence

Habits and

routines

We apply innovative, globalised, experiential

and meaningful methodologies that
awaken children's interest in discovery

and the joy of learning and allow a child 

to be the protagonist and the centre of 

his or her own learning process.
Personalised

treatment

This stage is the beginning of creating a warm

and nurturing family environment

where children are happy and develop in trust

and self-confidence.

Our aim is to achieve the integral
development of our pupils, placing special

emphasis on their emotional wellbeing,

working cooperatively between school and

family.

Meaningful

learning

Small and

close school

Human

values and

emotional

education

Catalan

Spanish

 

 

English

Chinese

Languages

We provide enriching and stimulating learning

environments and processes, which promote

the motivation of our students. We manipulate

and explore our environment, encourage

sensory experience, learning through play,

project work and the development of multiple
intelligences through different languages.

EARLY  YEARS
NURSERY  &

PRE -SCHOOL
0

Y E A R S

6

Y E A R S

“From an early age we built a school full of individual and collective human
values, thanks to which we live together growing up in a small big school”.

3

Y E A R S

We work on habits and routines that allow us

to be autonomous from a very young age.

We awaken musical and creative sensitivity. We

are introduced to sport through weekly

swimming and psychomotor activities.

The child is 

the centre and 

the protagonist

Social

Emotional

Cognitive

Physical

Cooperative

work

School

Family

Project

work
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Information

processing

and digital

competence

Artistic and

cultural

Linguistic and

audio-visual

communication
Mathematics

Learning to

learn

Personal

autonomy and

initiative

Social and

civic

c o m p e t E N C E . . .

Interaction

with the

physical world

COMPLEMENTARY

ACTIVITIES

Maths games workshop

English Lab

Research &amp; Speaking workshop

Cohabitation

partners

TAC

programme

Reading

partners
English

The aim of this stage is to enable students to

consolidate to the maximum the
competences necessary for secondary

education.

In addition to being academic, competences

must be human and vital. Projects and

cooperative work are nowadays a tool which,

without being exclusive, is essential.

PRIMARY
EDUCATION

6

y e a r s

1 2

y e a r s
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Cohabitation

partners

TAC

programme
Cinema

The Marcs

Trips and

excursions

Scientific 

and

technological

Area

Mathematical

Area

Linguistic

Area

Physical

Education

Area

Artistic

Area

Culture

and values

area

Digital

Area

Personal 

and social

Area

c o m p e t E N C E

O F . . .

SECONDARY
EDUCATION

1 2

Y E A R S

1 6

Y E A R S

Secondary Education has the aim to further develop

competences with the emergence of the different subject

areas.

At this age, individual freedom and responsibility

progressively become the central element of learning and

maturity development.

An atmosphere of affection and personal knowledge, with

individual tutors, are essential in adolescence, in personal,

affective and academic growth and in the

consolidation of one's own personality.

Personal affection, as an educational tool, as a result of the

students' personal knowledge.

Development of human values, self-knowledge,

autonomy and critical sense.

“Knowing for knowing how to do...
and, above all, for being".
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Humanistic

and

social

Artistic

Batxillerat

d'Arts

 

Academic and personal autonomy to enable

students to undertake further studies

with guarantees.

Academic and personal guidance.

Personalised care and education in an

atmosphere of freedom and responsibility.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT:

Individual assessment by 5 evaluations

1 2 3 4 5

These objectives allow us to ensure the

academic achievement of our students,

strengthening their commitment to succeed in

the PAU exams.

The academic orientation is also present and,

besides other things, we use research work as

an element of continuity and integration, which

is an efficient tool to become familiar with the

university and professional world.

One of the objectives in this post-compulsory

stage is to reach maturity and consolidation,

not only of the contents, but also of one's own

personality, based on daily and constant work.

In our school we offer all three modalities:

BACCALAUREATE

1 8

Y E A R S

1 6

Y E A R S

INTERNATIONAL

BACCALAUREATE
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Virtual reality.

Augmented/mixed

Animation, rigging

2D & 3D

Video games

development

Programming Level design
Character

design

Conferences

with

professionals

from the area

Encourage

learning

through

events

Diversity

of software

to provide

students with

tools

Congresses to

promote

relations with

the world of

work Dynamics

as a way of

meaningful

learning

VFX & Cinematics

Game Development

Visual Narrative

These programmes enable students to generate 2D and 3D

animations for audiovisual productions and to develop

interactive multimedia audiovisual products.

Also to create, develop and produce virtual augmented reality

and gamification projects, integrating the elements and

sources involved in their creation and taking into account the

relationships, dependencies and interactivity criteria, based

on previously defined parameters.

HIGHER  EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL  TRAINING + 1 8

Y E A R S

OWN MASTERS:

3D Animation, Interactive Games and Environments.

Professional profile in Virtual Worlds, AR and gamification

VR glasses

and digital

tablets loan

service

Face-to-face

and online

sessions
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DANCING

INDOOR

FOOTBALL

HORIZONTAL

CLIMBING

GIMNASTICS

CINEMA

AND REPORTS

ENGLISH SUMMER CAMP

ENG

In our school, extracurricular activities are seen as another tool available to their students to train

and enrich them in terms of experience and knowledge. We encourage you to use this service as

an opportunity to get to know new disciplines, as we believe it is an investment in their training

and teaching them while they make the most of their free time.

The activities take place at midday and in the afternoon. They are aimed at both students and

families from the centre or from outside it, with preference given to students from the school.

EXTRACURRICULAR

ACTIVITIES

JUDO

MUSIC

ENGLISH

KUMON

DRAWING

SCHOOL

REINFORCEMENT

ROBOTICS

AND

PROGRAMMING

SUMMER COURSESUMMER CAMP

Nursery

and pre-school

Primary Studies and first

years of Secondary Studies

Secondary Studies

and Baccalaureate

IN  SUMMER…

CHINESE

1 0



Children in nursery and pre-school are

also provided with mid-morning fruit

and a snack, which they take at the

end of the day before leaving school.

If a child is not feeling well on certain days, he or

she has the option of having a special diet cooked

for him or her. In this case, tutors only have to be

notified in the morning.

In our school we have our own kitchen service,

where students can enjoy a half board service.

At Sant Marc, this moment is considered

another educational space, as important as

the classroom or the playground. In this sense,

the children are always accompanied by the

school's teachers.

We try to get our students to eat everything,

even if it is in small quantities, avoiding the "I

don't like it", turning this moment into a space

for health education. 

Eating habits, like all other attitudes in the

daily dynamics of school, inside or outside the

classroom, are an important element in the

education and training of students.

OWN  KITCHEN

AND  NOONTIME

SPACE

At the beginning of the month, all

families receive a menu prepared

by the kitchen staff, designed for a

rich and well-balanced diet.

If a child has any allergies, families

have to indicate them on the

school's start sheet, so the menu can

be adapted to his or her needs.
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We offer different routes from Barcelona and El Prat de Llobregat, which

are adapted each year according to the families needs.

Do not hesitate to contact us for more information.

SCHOOL BUS

The school offers a welcome service at the centre from 7:30 am.

In the afternoons, independently of the extracurricular activities offered

from 5pm, the school offers a library service for those families who

request it. In this way, pupils can carry out homework accompanied by

a teacher.

PERMANENCES

Nursery/pre-school have a different holiday timetable from the rest of

the stages.

During the working days of the Christmas, February, Easter and July

holidays, the school is still open, so families can bring their children to

school on request.

CHILDREN’S HOLIDAYS IN NURSERY & PRE-SCHOOL

JUNE
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If you would like to have more information, a personal interview or a school visit, you can

reach us at:

 

For further information visit our webpage and the updated fees:

You can also follow us on our social media:

MORE  INFORMATION  AND

CONTACT  DETAILS

Sant Marc

School

C-16

Vallvidrera

tunnels

B-20

Ronda de Dalt

Towards Llobregat

www.santmarc.com

informacio@santmarc.com

(+34) 93 204 11 45
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Ronda de Dalt

Towards Besòs
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Sant Marc School
 

Tel.: (+34) 93 204 11 45

C/ Carrasco i Formiguera, 12

08017 Barcelona

informacio@santmarc.com
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